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Background: Spatial navigation, the ability to determine and maintain a route from one place
to another, is needed for independence in everyday life. Knowledge about impairments in
spatial navigation in people with mild stroke is scarce.
Objectives: To explore impairments in spatial navigation in patients ≤ 70 years after firstever mild ischemic stroke (NIHSS≤3) and to explore which variables are associated with
these impairments 12 months later.
Methods: Patients were examined in the acute phase, and after three and 12 months. To
assess impairments in spatial navigation, we used the Floor Maze Test (FMT), with time and
FMT-errors as outcomes. Patients’ perceived navigational skills were collected using selfreport. Logistic regression was used to explore which variables (sociodemographic data,
stroke characteristics, cognition, and mobility) were associated with impaired navigation
ability.
Results: 97 patients (20 female) were included. Mean (SD) age was 55.5 (11.4) years. Timed
FMT improved significantly from the acute phase to 12 months (p=<.001). At 12 months, 24
(24.7 %) of the participants walked through the maze with errors, and 22 (22.7 %) reported
spatial navigational problems. The Trail Making Test (TMT)-B was the only variable from
the acute phase associated with FMT-errors at 12 months, and being female was the only
variable associated with self-reported navigational problems at 12 months.
Conclusion: Nearly one in four patients experienced spatial navigation problems 12 months
after a mild stroke. Executive function (TMT-B), measured in the acute phase, was associated
with navigational impairments (FMT-errors) at 12 months, and being female was associated
with self-reported navigational problems.
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Introduction
The number of people with only mild impairments after a stroke is increasing because of the
positive effects of new treatments (e.g., prophylactic interventions, reperfusion therapy, stroke
units).1,2 Today, about two-thirds of patients experience only mild deficits in the acute phase.3
Despite better outcomes, patients still report changes in both cognitive and physical
function.4,5 Furthermore, in the last two decades, the proportion of younger people affected by
stroke has increased.6-8 Thus, even mild impairments can reduce the ability to return to
work,9,10 affect everyday activity, and hinder participation in family and societal life.11-13

A common way to assess the severity of a stroke is using the National Institute of Health
Stroke Scale (NIHSS).14 There is no uniform definition of a mild stroke, but a NIHSS score
from zero to three to five points have been described as indicative of a mild stroke.15 It is also
common to screen for cognitive impairments in persons with mild stroke, but navigational
abilities are rarely addressed.16 Spatial navigation is the ability to determine and maintain a
route from one place to another.17 Finding one’s way is not a unitary cognitive function, but a
complex interaction between multiple cognitive functions.18,19

Navigational abilities are needed in everyday life, and the consequences of impairments can
be illuminated by using the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
framework (ICF).20 The ICF framework has three domains i.e. body structure and function,
activity, and participation. Spatial navigation belongs to the body function domain. By
causing impairments in spatial navigation, the stroke may limit activities and participation.
We use our navigational abilities both while walking in familiar locations (e.g., going to the
local grocery store) and when visiting unfamiliar places (e.g., being a tourist in a new place).21
Thus, navigation ability is crucial for maintaining participation in both formal and informal
activities in the society.13,22 In a prevalence study of patients with mild stroke in the chronic
phase (n=62), self-reported navigation problems were present in around one-third of the
participants.23 The same study also showed that the self-reported navigational problems were
associated with reductions in autonomy and quality of life. In addition, persons with stroke
have more difficulties in performance-based navigation tasks than controls.18,24,25

A review of topographical studies has shown the medial temporal lobes, especially the
hippocampus, to be of importance in wayfinding.26 After a stroke, topographical studies about
lateralization of spatial navigation have attributed an important functional role to the right
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hemisphere,27 while others have pointed out that the left hemisphere as well is crucial for such
tasks.28

There is limited research on all three domains of the ICF regarding the consequences of
impairments in spatial navigation caused by a mild stroke. Also, there is a lack of information
about long-term navigation problems and whether there are factors associated with
impairments after 12 months. In addition, the knowledge of the patients’ self-reported spatial
navigation problems is scarce.

This study aimed to describe impairments in spatial navigation during walking in the acute
phase and after three and 12 months in patients 70 years or younger after a first-ever mild
ischemic stroke defined by a NIHSS score of ≤ 3. In addition, we wanted to explore which
variables in the acute phase were associated with impairments in performance-based (FMTerrors)19 and self-reported spatial navigation at 12 months.

Materials and methods
Study design and participants
This observational, longitudinal cohort study recruited patients from a larger study entitled
“Hidden impairments after stroke.” The main study consecutively included patients
hospitalized in the acute stroke units of Oslo University Hospital, Ullevål Clinic, or Vestre
Viken Hospital Trust, Bærum Hospital, from November 2014 to December 2016. The sample
size was determined by the available number of cases at these two units during the study
period. For the current study, the inclusion criteria were age 18-70 years (“working age”) and
having a first-ever unilateral mild ischemic stroke. Mild stroke was defined as a NIHSS score
from zero to three.14 The diagnosis was based on the history of symptoms and findings on the
neurological examination, and all patients underwent magnetic resonance (MRI) for
verification.29 If patients had no acute infarction on MRI, but neurological deficits compatible
with cerebrovascular disease lasting more than 24 hours, they were considered to have
ischemic stroke. Patients were not included if they had a cognitive decline prior to the stroke,
indicated as a mean score on the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly
(IQCODE)30 > 3.2.31 If the patients suffered a new stroke during the 12 months, they were
withdrawn from further follow-up. All patients gave their written, informed consent before
inclusion. The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health
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Research Ethics in the Southeast of Norway (reference 2014/1268). The manuscript of this
study conforms to the STROBE statements.32

Participants
Information regarding age, gender, and years of education were collected in the acute ward by
interviews and patients’ record. Patients were examined in the acute phase and after three and
12 months. The examination in the acute phase and at three months were part of the clinical
routine, while the assessment at 12 months follow-up was added for study purposes. All three
times at the hospital. Physiotherapists working at the stroke units and trained in assessing
patients with the Floor Maze Test (FMT)19 conducted the assessments. At the 12-month
assessment, the patients were also asked about their self-perceived navigation skills.

Outcome measures
The NIHSS was used to evaluate stroke severity and whether the patient met the inclusion
criteria.14 The NIHSS rates impairments in 11 functional domains commonly affected in
patients with stroke, such as level of consciousness and orientation, facial palsy, motor
function in arm and leg, language, and inattention. It ranges from zero to 42 points, where a
higher score indicates a more severe impairment. To assess pre-stroke cognitive status, the
IQCODE was used.30 The IQCODE is a 16-item questionnaire scored on a one- to five-point
ordinal scale by a relative or next of kin, and it has shown sensitivity to screen for cognitive
decline in stroke population.33 Stroke location was categorized into right or left hemisphere,
cerebellum or multiple brain regions and dichotomized into lesion in the right hemisphere
versus the others to highlight any impact of the right hemisphere on spatial navigation.
Patients with infarctions in multiple brain regions that included right hemisphere were
dichotomized into the right hemisphere category.
The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) was used to assess cognitive status.34 The
MMSE is scored from zero to 30 points based on tasks targeting orientation, attention,
calculation, recall, and complex commands, and a higher score indicates better cognitive
functioning. It has shown good validity when used in patients with stroke.35 In addition, the
Trail Making Test (TMT) parts A and B were applied, where TMT-A measures focused
attention, visual search, and motor function, and TMT-B measures executive functioning,
divided attention, visual search, and motor function.36 Both the MMSE and the TMTs are
common tools for assessment of cognition after stroke.37
5

For gait speed, patients walked six meters, starting from a stand-still position, and were
instructed to walk at their normal speed. Time in seconds with one decimal was measured by
a hand-held stopwatch, and then the speed in meters per second (m/s) was calculated.

Dependent variables
To assess spatial navigation, we used the FMT.19 The FMT is a two-dimensional maze task
created on a 7 × 10-foot solid dark blue wax cloth with white tape indicating the lines of the
maze (Figure 1) and requires navigation during walking. The FMT was performed as
described in the original paper by Sanders et al. 2008. It has shown good validity and testretest reliability when used in a sample of community-dwelling older people.19 The patients
were positioned at the entry of the maze and then given instructions. Two components of the
FMT were timed: (1) planning time (PT), the time from finishing the instructions until the
patient starts to walk; (2) immediate maze time (IMT), the time spent walking through the
maze from entry to exit, and then summarized to a Total Maze Time (TotalMT). Time in
seconds was measured using a handheld stopwatch. While walking through the maze,
participants were permitted to correct any wrong turns. These wrong turns were counted as
FMT-errors. If a patient asked for advice during the walk, the initial instructions were
repeated. The FMT were operationalized into two different outcomes: Timed performance
(PT, IMT, and TotalMT) in seconds, and to a dichotomous score of error-free performance
(error-free = 0) versus performance with errors or discontinuation of the TotalMT (FMT-error
> 1).
We used the newly developed Spatial Orientation Screening (SOS) to assess self-reported
navigational impairments. The SOS is a screening tool consisting of four questions targeting
impairments in orientation in familiar and unfamiliar surroundings, recognizing familiar
places, and whether any impairments have led to reduced participation in society. Each
question is scored from zero (no problems) to two (frequent/pronounced problems). The total
score ranges from zero to eight, where high scores indicate more severe impairments. To
describe self-reported spatial navigation problems at 12 months, the SOS was dichotomized
into experiencing no problem (SOS=0) or having problems (SOS ≥1). The SOS is currently
under validation. The MMSE, TMT A and B, FMT and gait speed were assessed at all three
time point, while the SOS was only conducted at the 12 months follow-up.
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Statistical analyses
Data are presented as means and standard deviation (SD) for normally distributed variables,
as median and interquartile ranges (IQR) for variables with skewed distribution, and as
proportions and percentage for categorical variables. Changes over the three testing time
points (i.e., acute phase, three, and 12 months) were explored by using the Friedman’s test
since the data had a skewed distribution, and also McNemar test for dichotomous outcome. If
the overall change was statistically significant, we proceeded with pairwise comparisons
between each of the test points (i.e., acute phase to three months, three to 12 months, and
acute phase to 12 months) using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. To allow for multiple
comparisons, we applied the Bonferroni correction to these analyses using a significance level
at p=.017.
To explore which variables in the acute phase were associated with having navigational
problems in either errors in performance-based navigation (FMT-errors, dichotomized to
present yes/no) or in self-reported navigational complaints (dichotomized to present yes/no) at
12 months follow-up, we performed two multiple logistic regression analyses. Independent
variables in these models were chosen based on previous studies and clinical reasoning, and
included sociodemographic data (age, sex, and education) as they are commonly known as
factors affecting function after stroke, stroke characteristics including stroke severity (NIHSS)
and lesion side (right/left) as earlier studies have produced conflicting results,27,28 the
cognitive domains of memory and executive function (MMSE, TMT-B)19,38, and as the task
contained walking, we included gait speed. Patients with multiple infarctions that involved the
right hemisphere were categorized into the reference category of right hemisphere.
Correlation analyses were made to determine if there were collinearity issues between the
independent variables (rs ≥0.7). We used univariate binary logistic regression analyses to
determine which of the independent variables we should include in the multivariate model
(p<0.5). We used odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals to compare the strengths of the
association between the independent variables and the main outcome of performance-based or
self-reported navigational problems. The Hosmer-Lemeshow Goodness-of-Fit Test for
logistic data was used to verify that the models supported the data.
Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 25 (IBM
Corporation, Armonk, NY). P-values <0.05 were considered as indicators of statistical
significance, and all tests were two-sided.
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Results
The inclusion process and study flow are shown in Figure 2. In total, 97 patients attended the
12-months’ follow-up. Table 1 shows the sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the
patients. The mean (SD) age was 55.5 (11.4) years, total rang 30 – 70 years, and 20 (20.6%)
were women. Patients were included and examined at median (Q1, Q3) day 4 (2,5) after
arriving at the hospital, and length of stay was median (Q1, Q3) 6.0 (5.0, 8.0) days. NIHSS
mean (SD) at inclusion was 0.6 (0.9) points, where the majority (68%) had a score of zero,
indicating no measurable neurological impairments detected by the NIHSS. None of the
patients used a walking device.
We found a statistically significant improvement in the Floor Maze Test timed performance
on PT, IMT and TotalMT from the acute phase to 12 months (Table 2). When looking for
differences between each time point (the acute phase to three months, and between three and
12 months), only the TotalMT showed a statistically significant difference from three to 12
months (Table 2). The correlation between the PT and IMT was rs= 0.24, p=0.02 in the acute
phase, and rs=0.17, p=0.09 at 12 months. All participants managed to find their way through
the maze. In the acute phase, 31 (32.0%) of the participants walked the maze with errors
compared to 24 (24.7%) at 12 months (p=0.28). Self-perceived navigation problems were
reported from 22 (22.7%) of the participants at 12 months.
Table 3 shows the results from the multiple logistic regression analyses. In the adjusted
model, the only variable from the acute phase associated with FMT-errors at 12 months was
the TMT-B, with an odds ratio (95% CI) of 1.00 (1.00-1.03) (p=0.02). For self-reported
navigation problems, female gender was the only significant variable, odds ratio (95% CI)
3.68 (1.11-12.18) (p=0.03).

Discussion
We aimed to explore impairments in spatial navigation after mild stroke. Our findings
indicate that although most of the patients with mild stroke performed well on the FMT,
patients’ timed performance on the FMT from the acute phase to 12 months significantly
improved. Further, more than one in five patients either had FMT-errors or self-reported
problems in spatial navigation 12 months post stroke. The only variable measured in the acute
phase that was independently associated with having navigational impairments (FMT-errors)
at 12 months was TMT-B, and for self-reported navigational problems at 12 months, female
gender was the only associated independent variable. To our knowledge, this is the first
8

longitudinal study exploring impairments in spatial navigation in a large number of
participants with mild stroke.
For persons with stroke, the knowledge of spatial navigation during walking is sparse.23 Our
results indicate that although all the participants were able to find their way through the maze,
still approximately 25% walked with errors at 12 months follow-up. In a cross-sectional study
by Sanders et al.19 among 124 community-dwelling older adults without cognitive
impairment, only 14% walked with errors during the FMT. Besides making more errors in the
FMT, it should also be noted that our participants (with a mean age of 55 years) were a lot
younger than the participants in Sanders’ study (mean age of 78 years). For younger persons
with stroke, impairments in spatial navigation at younger age potentially can lead to an even
increasing problem with time due to age-related decline in navigational abilities.39

Furthermore, 23% of our participants reported problems with navigation at 12 months. This is
a slightly lower proportion than was found in the study by van der Ham et al.,23 where 29%
reported navigational problems in the chronic phase after stroke. The population in van der
Ham’s study had similar age as our participants and included patients with mild stroke. Since
these patients were included in a chronic stage (mean time after stroke was 40 months), they
had not provided an NIHSS score, which makes it hard to compare the stroke severity
between the two studies. Furthermore, the difference in results between the two studies can be
due the use of different questionnaires. The Dutch study used the Wayfinding Questionnaire,
which is a far more comprehensive questionnaire with several subscales covering different
aspects of wayfinding, such as navigation, mental transformation, distance estimation, and
sense of direction.23

The contributions from other cognitive domains are reflected in the two timed sections of the
FMT (time spent planning how to walk the maze, and the time spent walking through the
maze). The participants dedicated more time to route planning compared to IMT at all three
test points. This is in line with the study of Sanders et al. (2008), where the study sample of
community-dwelling participants also devoted more time to route planning.19 This may
indicate that most patients were able to remember and carry out the plan they had decided on
during PT. Furthermore, in the logistic regression analyses with FMT-errors at 12 months as
the dependent variable, TMT-B was the only variable significantly associated with this
outcome. Previous studies, both in patients attending a memory clinic38 and in community9

dwelling older adults,19 have found that executive function, measured with the TMT-B, was
associated with FMT. In the memory clinic study, although TMT-B was significantly
associated with the FMT, the relatively low explained variance still indicates that the TMT-B
does not adequately capture impairments in spatial navigation.38

The finding that women are more likely to report navigational impairments than men is in line
with findings from other studies. Burke et al. (2012) showed that there were no gender
differences in performance-based tests (real-world setting), but when answering self-report
questionnaires, men were more confident compared to women about their wayfinding skills.40
Others have also found that self-reported impairments in navigation ability are associated with
being female, being older, and having more cognitive, anxiety or depressive complaints.41,42
Neither age nor education was associated with impairments in spatial navigation. Our patients
were quite young and well educated, which might explain why these well-known variables
were not statistically significant in our study. In contrast to a previous study27, but in line with
another,28 lesion side was not associated with spatial navigation. Taken together, it seems that
lateralization of spatial navigation is complex, and when screening for navigational
impairments after stroke, information about lesion side does not provide sufficient
information to detect navigational impairments.

Research on navigational impairments in people after stroke has often focused on brain
topography using case studies.43 These studies are important for knowledge about brain
structure and function but give little information in a clinical setting with a focus on patients’
participation in an everyday life function. Navigational tests can be carried out in real-world
situations, with a virtual reality equipment, or with questionnaires.44 Self-report tools can give
important information about a person’s perception of navigation ability but are not necessarily
associated with performance-based navigation in real-life situations.44 After a stroke,
assessments of cognitive function are routinely carried out, and guidelines emphasize visual
neglect as an important cognitive function to assess.45 Other aspects of spatial cognition, such
as navigational abilities, have rarely been addressed, neither in the acute or subacute phase
nor in the outpatient clinic.16 Potentially, this could lead to underdiagnosing navigation ability
impairments, which in turn might hinder persons with even mild stroke from participating in
everyday activities.46
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The major limitation of this study is the lack of pre-stroke information about spatial
navigation ability, both performance-based and self-reported. There is a common acceptance
that individual differences in sense of direction exist, and we cannot conclude that the
observed impairments in spatial navigation at 12 months were caused by the stroke.47
Furthermore, we do not have information about rehabilitation interventions after stroke, and
could thus not adjust for this in the regression analyses. Several physical therapists were
involved in the assessments, which may affect the inter-rater reliability. Here, we think the
pre-study training of the assessment procedures might have limited this bias. Another
limitation is the larger proportion of men included. More men than women experience a
stroke at a younger age;48 however, the presence of 80% men in this sample exceeded the
anticipated gender bias, limiting the generalizability of our findings for female stroke patients.
A major strength of the study is the large sample size with very few drop-outs, the
longitudinal design and the use of performance-based as well as self-reported outcomes for
spatial navigation.

In conclusion, the results indicate that approximately one in four patients with mild stroke
experienced spatial navigation problems by performing errors while walking or by reporting
navigational problems. We believe that these impairments may go undetected in the usual
clinical follow-up. Future studies should focus on the impact of impairments in spatial
navigation on participation in society and leisure.
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Figure 1. The Floor Maze Test.
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Participants who met the inclusion criteria
and were invited into the study (n=119)
Eligible, but were not able to be tested
for spatial navigation due to: main study
started earlier (n=6), orthopedic
injury (n=1)
Tested for spatial navigation in the acute
phase (n=112)
Drop-out 6
Tested for spatial navigation at 3 months
(n=106)
Drop out (n=5), new stroke (n=3), death
(n=1)
Tested for spatial navigation at 12 months
(n=97)

Figure 2. Flowchart for inclusion of the study participants.
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Table 1. Baseline Sociodemographic and Clinical Characteristics of the Participants.

Variable
Female, n (%)

Total (n=97)
20 (20.6)

Age (y), mean (SD)

55.4 (11.4)

Years of education, mean (SD)

15.3 (3.6)

Stroke characteristics
NIHSS at inclusion, median (Q1, Q3)

0.0 (0, 0.9)

Topography, MRI-findings, n (%)
Right hemisphere

35 (36.1)

Left hemisphere

28 (28.9)

Cerebellum

15 (15.5)

Multiple brain regions

14 (14.4)

No acute lesions on MRI

5 (5.2)

Mobility
Gait speed (m/s), mean (SD)

1.03 (0.23)

Cognition
MMSE (points), median (Q1, Q3)

29.0 (28.0, 30.0)

TMT-A (s), median (Q1, Q3)

35.5 (27.0, 46.8)

TMT-B (s), median (Q1, Q3)

84.5 (63.5, 123.8)

Y = year, SD = standard deviation, NIHSS = National Institute of Health Stroke Scale, Q =
quartile, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination,
TMT-A = Trail Making Test-A, TMT-B = Trail Making Test-B. Data are reported as numbers
(percentages) of participants unless otherwise indicated.
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Table 2. The Floor Maze Test performance across the test points (acute phase, 3, and 12 months) with pairwise comparisons (n=97).
Test times
Acute phase
3 months
12 months
Median (Q1,Q3) Median (Q1,Q3) Median (Q1,Q3)

Pairwise comparisons
Acute phase – 3 months 3– 12 months
Acute phase – 12 months
Difference
Difference
Difference
Pa
pb
pb
pb
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
PT (s)
21.2 (12.8, 41.5) 18.8 (11.6, 34.1) 16.1 (10.1, 30.8)
0.03
6.8 (37.7)
.08
4.6 (25.6) .08
11.5 (38.0)
.004
IMT (s)
17.3 (13.4, 25.2) 15.1 (12.5, 20.2) 15.1 (12.2, 17.5) <0.001
9.1 (51.8)
.09
5.6 (27.1) .04
14.7 (46.5)
.006
Total-MT (s) 44.8 (31.4, 71.5) 38.0 (27.3, 56.6) 31.4 (25.2, 47.2) <0.001
15.9 (72.6)
.03 10.3 (36.3) .006
26.2 (62.6)
<.001

PT = Planning Time, IMT = Immediate Maze Time, Total-MT= Total Maze Time (PT + IMT), SD = Standard Deviation. aFriedman test,
b

Wilcoxon Signed Pair Test. Bonferroni post hoc comparisons p = .017
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Table 3. Multiple logistic regression analyses with the Floor Maze Test-errors (FMT-errors) at 12 months and self-reported spatial impairments
at 12 months as dependent variables.

Variables, acute phase
n=92
Age (years)
Sex (ref: female)
Education (years)
NIHSS at inclusion (points)
Topography (ref: right
hemisphere)
MMSE (points)
TMT-B (s)
Gait speed (m/s)

FMT-errors
Unadjusted model
OR (95% CI)
p
.99 (.95-1.03) .49
1.52 (.50-4.61) .46
.98 (.85-1.12) .73
1.62 (.99-2.66)

.06

1.13 (.43-2.93)

.81

.86 (.68-1.07)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
.68 (.09-5.04)

.17
.01
.71

Adjusted model
OR (95% CI)
p
.97 (.93-1.02)
.27
1. (.71-9.88)
.30
1.32 (.75-2.32)

1.03 (.78-1.35)
1.00 (1.00-1.03)

.34

.86
.02

Self-reported spatial impairment
Unadjusted model
Adjusted model
OR (95% CI)
p
OR (95% CI)
p
1.00 (.96-1.05) .83
3.07 (1.04-9.04) .04
3.68 (1.11-12.18) .03
0.91 (.79-1.05) .20
0.95 (.82-1.10) .51
1.14 (.68-1.91)

.62

1.59 (.61-4.18)

.34

1.87 (.65-5.37)

.25

0.96 (.76-1.21)
1.00 (.10-1.01)
0.63 (.08-4.67)

.72
.45
.63

1.00 (1.00-1.01)

.30

Ref = reference category, NIHSS = National Institute of Health Stroke Scale, MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination, TMT-B = Trail Making Test – B.
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